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paper a current-measuremerit system based Oil the 

Faraday rotation in a single-mode fiber is described. It is shown that 

an ultra luw birefringence "spun" single-mode fiber is extremely suit

able fur use in a mag11etu-uptic curre11t-meter. The properties uf this 

fiber 

(Im ax 

have been investigated. Measurements uf high, pulsed currents 

MA: f = 25 kHz) with guud accuracy and in accord with 

theory are presented. In order tu calculate the currer1t unambiguously 

arid more accurate from the signals uf the curref1t-meter, a system with 

a double detector (tu measure sir12~ and cus2~ simultar1euusly) was cur1-

structed. Measurements of high, pulsed currents with this system are 

also preserited. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Current measurements in SPICA II 

SPICA II [1] is a 2.8 MJ screw-pinch experiment, which has 

started uperatiun recently. A cross-sectional view is given in Fig. 
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Fig. 1. 1. Cross-sect ion al view of the SPICA II load assembly at the toroidal gap 
(right) and at an arbitrary position. 
1. Quartz vacuum vessel. 4. Metal shield tu screen the gap. 
2. Epoxy resi11 insulation. 5. Feedirig flange of the poluidal coil. 
3. Aluminum shell, 6. Primary toroidal coils. 

also prJ_lo_idal coil. 7. Plasma column. 

Orie of the basic parameters uf a discharge ir1 this experimer1t is the 

total electrical curre11t carried by the plasma ir1 toroidal directior1. 

This plasma current, which has a peak value around 700 kA and a dura

tion uf about 1 ms, should be measured accurately arid with a good time 

resolution (< 1 µs), especially during the first phase, in which the 

current changes rapidly. Figure 1.2 shows a typical example of the 

current as a function of time. 
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Fig. 1.2. Typical waveform of the expected plasma current in SPICA II. 
t1 = -100 µs, tz = 0, t 3 = 10 µs, t 4 = 1000 µs. 
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The cunventiunal instrument, a Ruguwski coil, has in this particular 

case a r1umber of disadvantages: 

fhe (conducting) coil must be insulated with respect tu the metal 

shell. 

- Near the gap i11 the shell a sectior1 uf the Rogowski coil has tu be 

omitted tu preve11t breakdown. 

The system is ser1sitive to electromagnetic i11terfere11ce. 

- The i11tegration of the output signal is difficult, because the cur

rent behaves almost like a step functiur1. 

Tu circumver1t these problems a diag11ostic has been developed based or1 

the Faraday effect. This development was inspired by the review arti

cle of A.M. Smith [2]. 

1.2 The principle of the m~eto-optic current measurement 

The Faraday effect is a well-known optical phenomenon. If an 

external magr1etic field H is applied tu a suitable medium such that 

there is a field component parallel tu the direction of propagation 

of the light, travelling through that medium, it is observed that the 

polarization state of the emergent light is changed. Especially if 

linearly polarized light is launched into the medium, it is found that 

the direction of polarization of the emergent light is rotated through 

ari angle~ such that: 

+ + 
lf=VfH•dl, 

L 

where L is the path traversed by the light ir1 the medium and V is the 

so-called Verdet constant., which depends 011 the 

length of the light (V is proportional to ).- 2
). 

at a wavelength uf 633 nm, the Verdet constant 

[ 2 '3 ] . 

medium and the wave-

Fur fused silica and 

is 4. 68 x 10- 6 rad/A 

It is attractive to use the Faraday effect in a fiber t1J mea

sure a current, because the fiber can ther1 be used as a light guide 

and as a transducer. The fiber is placed in a luup r around a conduc

tor which carries a current. Fur the rotatiur1 of the plar1e of polar

ization we find, usi11g Ampt?:res law: 

+ + 
If = V f H•dl = 

r 
V ffJ dA = V.I 

A " 
( 1. 1 ) 
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with 

J = compLJne11t of the current density, normal to the plane of 
II 

the loop, 

A = area of the loop, 

I = total curre11t enclosed by the loop. 

The rotation of the plane of polarization, tJ, is measured by 

means of a Wollaston prism. The prism produces two orthogonal linearly 

polarized beams of light with small angular divergence. The intensi

ties of the twu beams are detected separately by photodiodes ar1d the 

latter are connected to an analog electronic circuit, which computes 

the function (I1-I2l/CI1+I2) = T. 

Assume the Wullaston prism is oriented such that with zero 

current all light falls upo11 one of the two phutudiudes (T = 1). If a 

current I is flowing thruugh the loop, then the fiber rotates the 

plar1e of polarization with t9- = V.I with respect tu the axis of the 

Wollastu11 prism, and the intensities seen by the photodiodes are in 

this particular case: 

11 = C1 (E 0 sill~) 2 and I 2 = C2 (E 0 cus~) 2 

(l 0 = amplitude of the electric field vector uf the light emergillg 

from the fiber.) 

If the phutudiudes alld the amplifiers are balanced, then C1 = Cz and: 

I I - Iz 

r = 1]+12 - cos 2~ . 

If the Wollastull prism (together with the photodiudes) is now rotated 

over 45 degrees, we find: 

T = - s i11 2 ~ ( 1. 2) 

Thus the quantity T gives us information about a, whereas T 

does 

ber. 

st ate 

nut depend on the intensity of 

However, Eq. (1.2) is valid only 

of polarization in the absence 

gardless the angle of polarization. 

1.3 Demands on the optical fiber 

the light emerging from the 

if the 

of the 

fiber does preserve 

Faraday effect, and 

fi

th e 

re-

!here are several causes that ca11 change the state of polariza

tiu11 of the light travelling through a fiber. In the first place, in 

mult i-mude fibers, many propagation modes are possible. These mud es 

have different velocities arid hence, different phases when reaching 

the er1d of the fiber thus causing depolarization. In single-mode fi

bers only one prupagat ion mode can exist, so 110 depolarization due tu 
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different modes occurs. Impurities in the medium ca11 also cause depo

larization. The depolarization of the single-mode quartz fiber, used 

in our experiments, is negligible. 

The one propagation mode in a single-mode fiber can still have 

all possible polarization states. These modes can therefore be des

cribed as a superposition of two independent polarized modes. When 

these two polarized modes have different propagation velocities, the 

state of polarization 

birefri11gence. There 

of the guided light is changed: this is called 

exist two types of birefringence; linear bire-

fringence, if two orthogonal linearly polarized modes have different 

indices of refraction, and circular birefringence if a left-hand cir

cularly polarized mode and a right-hand circularly polarized mode have 

different indices uf refraction. 

There are several mechanisms [4] producir1g birefringence. lhese 

mechanisms can be divided into intrinsic and external mechanisms. In

trinsic mechanisms are a non-circular cross-section uf the cure and 

asymmetrical lateral stress frozen into the fiber during manufactur

ing. Exterrial mechanisms are pressure, bending, electric field, twist 

arid magnetic field. Twist and longitudi11al magnetic field cause circu

lar birefrir1ger1ce, the others lead tu linear birefringer1ce. 

A fiber with very low linear birefringence must be used for 

correct current measurements. The fiber used in the experiments is a 

low birefringence fiber with circular cure. lhe fiber has a permanent 

twist imparted to it by a spinnir1g of the preform during fiber drawir1g 

and is therefore called a "spun" single mode fiber [5]. Electric 

fields have negligible influence on this fiber, because uf the very 

small Kerr constant uf quartz: 10- 16 mv- 2 [6]. If an electric field is 

applied perpendicular to the fiber, the linear birefringence Ok 

caused by the Kerr effect is given by [7]: 

0 - 2 k - J•i•E 

with J = Kerr constar1t; t = path le11gth: E = electrical field 

strer1gth. The maximum toroidal electrical field in SPICA II is approx

imately 10 kV m- 1 ; the path length is about 2 m, so a maximum bire

frir1ger1ce of urily Ok = 2x10- 8 rad is to be expected. 

If the fiber is twisted the circular birefringence is small, 

unless the twist rate is very large [4]. lhe birefririgence caused by 

other exterf1al mechanisms and the intrinsic birefrir1ge11ce uf this 

fiber were examir1ed (see Chapter 4). 
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In Chapter 2 the theory of plane polarized light which propagates 

through a fiber is reviewed. In Chapter 3 a description uf the exper

imer1tal setup is given. DC current measurements and determinatiuri uf 

the Verdet constant are reported in Chapter ~. Chapter 6 deals with 

pulsed current measurements and in Chapter 7 efforts to measure simul

taneously sin 21.9- and cos 21' (which is necessary if the current is to 

be calculated automatically) are described. 
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THE TRANSMISSION OF PLANE POLARIZED LIGHT 

2.1 A method to measure linear birefringence of a fiber 

The setup shown i11 Fig. 2.1 is used tu measure linear bire

fringence: 

microscope 
objective 

1'/4plate / 

Gian -Thompson 
polarizer 

single-mode 
fiber 

microscope 
objective 

photodiodes 
!11-
:;cJ·---- _ I 1-!2 
12 _ __.Q;fJ-·11•!, = T 

~, 

Wollaston prism electronics 

30- micro positioner 

Fig. 2.1. Experimental setup fur birefringence measurements. 

The J-./4 plate near the laser is used to produce circularly polarized 

light. The polarizer can then be rotated, while the intensity uf the 

emerging light remair1s constant. 

The polarization state of the light can be described using 

Junes matrix calculation [a], if we assume the linear retarder model 

fur the fiber [3 J. This implies that the linear birefringence per 

ur1it le11gth is a co11sta11t arid also that the direction of linear bire

fringence is constant. throughout the fiber. 

We chose a rectangular coordinate system, with the x- and 

y-axes parallel to the axes of linear birefringer1ce of the fiber, arid 

the z-axis parallel to the length of the fiber. 

The length of the path travelled by the light is z and the electric 

field-vector of the light is described by a plane wave equation: 

l = E z u 
j(wt-kz) 

e 

If the polarizer is oriented with an angle ¢> 0 with respect tu the 

x-axis the light laur1ched into the fiber is characterized by: 

l 
(Ex) 

Y z= z1 

cos 

-·sin 
¢0 

¢0 
Eo 

j(Wt-kz1) 
e 
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with z 1 is the path travelled by the light. 

At the er1d of the fiber there is a phase difference 6 between x- and 

y-pularized waves so the electric field vector of the light coming out 

uf the fiber is 

E. eJ <'i/2 0 
(E.x) = 0 e -J 0 /2 

Y z= z2 

cus ¢ 
0 

sin ¢> 
0 

E_ 
u 

J(wt-kz 2 ) 
e 

The Wollasturi prism then splits the light beam into two light beams 

with orthogonal polarizations. If the angle of the Wollaston is i:/>z 

with respect to the x-axis, the amplitudes of the electric field vec

tur uf the light fallir1g upor1 the photodiodes is calculated with: 

E_ 1 I cush sinbllej<'i/
2 

0 II cos¢o I j(Wt-kz3) 
(E) = -si114>z custz 0 e-J<'i/ 2 sin¢o E e • 

0 

z= Z3 

Fur the final result of the electronics, T, it is then found: 

\E1\
2 

- \E2\
2 

T = --------- = 
\E112 + \E.2\2 

cos 2¢2 cus 2¢ + 
0 

sin 2 ¢2 sin 2¢ cos <'i ' 
u 

The linear birefringence is determined as follows: for differ

ent values uf ¢ 0 (the angle uf the pularizer), the detector (tz) is 

rutated such, that T has its maximu~ value. If ¢ 0 = 0C (this is with 

respect tu the x-axis ur the y-axis) then the maximum uf 1 will be 1. 

If i:p 0 = 45°, then the maximum will be cus 6. 

¢u the 

pl t> • 

If the m~osured values uf the maximum uf T 

minimum value uf r gives us cus <'i. Figure 

!. 0 
0 0 ' 

0 0 

T max 

0 't < 

0 

r 
0 0 

0.8 
0 

0,7 0 

0""' 0 

0.6 

0.5 
150 180 210 240 270 300 

~ ¢la (degr.) 

are plotted versus 

2. 2 shows an exam-

Fig. 2.2. Maximum value of l, plotted versus <Po-
¢0 is measured with respect tu an arbitrary direction. 
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2 .2 The measuremerit of a small linear birefringence 

The method described in Sec. 2.1 for measurements 011 the linear 

birefringence gives us cos 8, and is therefore nut very accurate, when 

0 is close to zero. The light emerging from the fiber is somewhat el

liptically polarized, because of the linear birefrir1gence. With the 

detector the "degrt:e of polarization" is measured, assuming the light 

is linearly polarized and this results in cos 0. 

In order tu achieve a mu re sensitive measurement, fur small 0, 

a A/4 plate is inserted just before the Wullaston prism and it is ad

JUSted to produce circularly polarized light out of linearly polarized 

light [9]. 

lhe electric field vector of the light that falls 011 the photo

diudes 1 ar1d 2 is calculated as follows: 

E1 cosb sin¢z 1+JCOS2$j JSin2$j e J 6 /2 0 

( l = 
E2 -sin¢ 2 coscp 2 jsin2$] 1-jcos2$] 0 

with t1 = angle of the quarter wave plate. 

Calculation of the signal T leads to: 

e - j 6 /2 

cost 
0 

s i fl¢ 
0 

E 
0 

eJWt , 

= 
\E1\2-/E2/2 

/E1 \
2

+/E2/
2 

= cos 2Ct1-t2l{cos2t cos2t 1+sin2t si112t1cos6}+ 
0 0 

+ si112Ct1-t2l sin2t sin6 
0 

If the l/4 plate and the detector are rotated such that t 1-t 2 =n/4 rad 

then T = sin 2¢ 0 sin 0. 

In this case is independent of the absolute value of cp 1 or 

<J> 2 • lhe detector now only sees circularly polarized light. When the 

polarizer (t 0 ) is rotated till a maximum of the quantity is ob-

tained then this maximum will be equal tu sin 8. This "sine-method" 

should be used when a small birefringence has to be measured, because 

a better accuracy car1 be reached. 
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2.3 The optical siq11al of the current-meter if a fiber with linear 

birefri11qence is used 

The setup which is used fur current measurements is shown in 

Fig. 2.3. 

He-Ne 
laser 

1'!4 plate 

% 
' 

microscope 
objective 

Gian -Thompson 
polarizer 

microscope 
objective 

photodiodes 
11 

~!2 •2 
Wollaston prism 

/ 
3D- micro positioner 

···.Qnl:!.:.1.2. 
,/ ~ 11+!2 

electronics 

Fig. 2. 3. f:.xperimental setup fur current measurements. 

Cuming from the laser, the light passes successively through: a A/4-

plate, a polarizer at an angle of i:p 0 , a fiber section with length 

9.. arid linear birefringence 0 , the fiber luup with length £1, linear 
u u 

birefringence 0 1 and circular birefringence i.9- 1 (due to the Faraday 

rotation), a fiber section with length £2 and linear birefringence Oz, 

and finally the Wullastun prism with the two phutodiodes at an angle 

h· 
The problem of a medium having buth linear and circular bire

fringence is treated by W.J. fabur arid F.S. Chen [10] by means uf the 

Junes-matrix calculation. This was used by A.M. Smith [3] tu calculate 

the sigr1al f uf a setup similar tu the setup uf Fig. 2.3. 

Ir1 urder tu simplify this analysis the input pularizatior1 is 

chosen to be parallel to one uf the axes uf linear birefringence: 

l 
(lx) 

y u 

= ~U~JW~ • 

This mea11s that if nu current is passing through the fiber loop, the 

light emergir1g from the fiber is still completely linearly polarized 

i11 the initial direction. 

Furthermore the detector is rotated in such a way that it de

tects the two directiur1s uf polarization correspo11ding to 



E +E 
E1= ~x _ _y and Ez= 

12. 

E -E 
-"----2'. 
II 
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This means that with zero current, T equals zeru. 

With these adjustments, it follows that [3]: 

T = - 2cos(c 2+n)sinx sin(t/2l(cos 2 (t/2) + cos 2 x sin 2 (t/2))~ 

with: 

Ct/2) 2 = cs 1;2i 2 + ~~. 
tan x = 2 ~ 1 ;a 1 , 

n = tan- 1 (cosx tan(t/2)). 

( 2 • 1 ) 

In the first part uf the fiber the direction of polarization is paral

lel tu a11 axis of birefringence, so 6 0 dues not show up i11 the 

formula fur T. 

Figure 2.4 (See [ 1 2 ] ) gives a plot of l versus ~l fur different 

values of 81 and 8 2. When 61 and 8z are both equal to ze ru, Eq. 2. 1 

reduces to T = - sin 2 ~l. 

1.0 

0.8 

T 
0.6 

i 
o.4L le 

0.2 

o.o 

-0.2 

-0.4 

-0.6 

-0.8 

51:.:37° }A 
52= 20 

~/ 
51=155° }C 

51=72° 
}B 

52= 66° 

52=40° 

-1.0 
0 45 90 135 !BO 225 270 315 360 - e, (degr.) 

Fig. 2.4. Plots of-, versus iJ- 1 fur different values uf 61 arid 62 • 
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2 .4 Current measurement with a '1cusir1e detectur" 

{he setup shuw11 iri Fig. 2 . .3 car1 also be used tu measure cos 219-. 

Tu realize this, the detector must be rotated such that l equals 1, 

whe11 the current is zero. lhe11 each phutudiude sees une of the two 

independently polarized modes: l1 = t: x ' Ez = ly. The equation fur 

the electric field vector at the er1d of the fiber remains unchanged 

(See [3]): 

with 

l 
(lx) = 

y i 

- Bl exp (J[wt + oz/2]) 
u 

\A\c
0

exp (J[wt - 62 /2 - n]) 

A = cos (¢/2) + J cus X sin (¢/2) 

B = sin x sin (¢/2) 

x arid ¢/2 see Eq. 2.1 

Fur the signal it now follows: 

= - cos 2X . 2 s l 11 (¢/2) - cos 2 ( ¢ /2) ( 2 • 2 ) 

Since each photudiode sees one of the two polarized modes a phase 

shift between the two modes is nut seen, and therefore 8 2 dues nut 

occur ir1 lq. 2.2. 

Whe11 o1 = 0 ° Eq. 2. 2 reduces to l = - cos 2G> 1 . 
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3. EXPlRIMENTAL APPARATUS 

fhe mag11etu-uptic curre11t-meter cur1sists of three parts: 

- the lightsource, 

- the fiber, 

- the detecting part. 

3.1 The lightsuurce 

3 • 1 ) : 

The light.source consists of the following components (see Fig. 

'14plate 

He-Ne laser 

microscope 
objective 

fiber 

SD-micro 
positioner 

Fig. 3. 1 The lightsuurce uf lhe current-meter. 

- a 5 mW He-Ne laser (wavelength 632.8 nm). Divergence uf the 

beam is 1.0 mrad. The laser produces linearly polarized 

light. 

- a quarter wave plate, rotated such that the light leaving the 

quarter wave plate is circularly polarized. 

- a Glan-Thumpson polarizer. The degree uf polarization uf the 

light that leaves the polarizer, is better than 99.5 ?~. 

a 20 x microscope objective. With this objective a11 image of 

the laser beam is made on the er1d-face of the fiber. Because 

uf the beam divergence and the distance between microscope 

objective and fiber (5 mm), the spot of the laserbeam 011 the 

fiber has a diameter irl the order of 5 µm, the same order of 

magnitude as the diameter of the core of the fiber. 

- a 30-micropositioner, to position the fiber-end in or near 

the focus uf the microscope obJective. 

The possibility of using a laserdiude as a light.source has been 

investigated. lhe must suitable wavelength available is 850 nm, which 

reduces the Verdet consta11t, and therefore the Faraday rotation 8, by 
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abuut a factor twu, compared tu the He-Ne laser light. An advar1tage uf 

a laserdiude is, that the fiber can be fixed oritu the laserdiode (pig

tail). This mear1s that the light is launched into the fiber without 

adjustmerits arid therefore the setup is less sensitive tu mechanical 

vibratiur1s. However, the direction uf pularizatiur1 is also fixed. It 

can be made adjustable with the help uf a single-mode connector arid a 

·.-,reld. 111 this way a setup with a laserdiude would nut be simpler than 

a setup with a He-Ne laser. Also a laserdiode is easily destroyed by 

moderate ir1terfere11ce un the puwersupply lines. Therefore, it is nut 

very simple tu use a laserdiude ir1 the SPICA II experiment. As a cor1-

sequerice the use uf a laserdiude has been abandoned. 

3.2 !he fiber 

As stated in Sec. 1.3, the fiber is a 11 spun" single-mode fiber, 

type LB600 manufactured by York V.S.O.P., consisting of a cure (diam

eter S µm) a11d a cladding (diameter 100 µm). The fiber is si11gle-mude 

fur a wavelength uf 633 nm. The fiber is equipped with a silicon coat

ir1g with a twufuld function: 

- the fiber is mechanically much st rung er thar1 a fiber without coating 

(diameter coating is 300 µm); 

- the claddir1g modes are stripped by the coatir1g, because the index uf 

refractiur1 uf the cuatir1g is higher than that of the cladding. 

lhe ends of the fiber are fixed in a rectangular groove (width 0.3 mm) 

uf a brass cylinder in order tu avoid pressure on the fiber. Further

more, the fiber is led through a teflu11 tube (2 mm O.D.) also tu avoid 

pressure 011 the fiber. 

3.3 !he detecting part 

The detecting part of the experimental setup consists of the 

following cumpune11ts (Fig. 3.2): 



30-micro 
positioner 

microscope 
objctive 

Wollaston 
prism 

-1 5 -

·-. 
·-••• 11+12 ---o 

/ 1,-12 --· 
/ 

2 
photodiodes 

electronics divider 

Fig. 3.2. The detecting part uf the current-meter. 

- a 3D-micrupositiur1er. 

--- - T 

- a 20 x microscope objective, used tu focus the emergi11g light ontu 

the phutudiudes. The cone uf the light emerging frum the fiber is 

the same as the cone of the light launched intu the fiber. A paral

lel beam can be made with the microscope objective. However since 

the active surface of the photodiudes is only 5 mm 2 it is preferable 

tu focus the lightbeam unto the photudiudes. 

- a Wullaston prism, angle of divergence 20 degrees, 

- two PIN photudiudes, which measure the intensities 1 1 and 12, 

- analog electronics, to form the signals I 1 - ! 2 and !1 + !2 (adder/ 

subtractur), 

an analog divider with output T = (!1 - 12)/(!1 + !2). 

The Wollaston prism, the two phutodiodes and the adder/subtractor are 

all fixed onto a rotatable disc; this whole is denoted as the detec

tor. The read-out accuracy of the angle of the rotatable disc is about 

15 minutes• 4xio- 3 rad. 
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4. PROPERfIES OF fHE FIBER, USED IN fHE EXPERIMENfS 

4.1 lr1truductior1 

The fiber appeared to be very strung (mechanically) and the 

cladding modes were nut observed, because of the silicur1 coating. 

Circular birefrir1ge11ce was measured a few times and it was nut 

greater t.ha11 20 degrees. Circular birefringe11ce only causes an offset 

uf the zero line and changes nothing in the results of the current 

measurements. 

The i11tri11sic lir1ear birefringence uf the fiber was measured, 

arid also the liriear birefringence due t1J external mechanisms. 

4.2 Intrinsic lir1ear birefringer1ce (Oi) 

fhe linear birefringence of pieces of the fiber with various 

lengths was measured with the methods described in Secs. 2.1 and 2.2. 

During the experiments, the fiber is lying un a hurizuntal plane. 

A very small force 011 the fiber keeps it. in a straight line. 

Table 4.1 shows the results. Some remarks un these results:The 

measured li11ear birefringence consists uf an intrinsic part and an un

known cunt ributiun due tu external mecha11isms (pressure, bending, 

etc). In particular the ends of the fiber are kept in a rectangular 

<Jruuve by means uf a thin sheet of metal with the same width as the 

groove. lri order to keep the fiber in contact with the bot.tom of the 

gruuve, inevitable some pressure must be applied tu the fiber. Because 

uf the small width (0.3 mm) a certain force (fur example 0.5 N) Ofl the 

metal sheet, already leads tu a cur1siderable pressure (ler1gth groove = 
5 cm, p = 3.3 x 10 4 Pa) and this will lead to a birefringence with the 

same order uf mag11it.ude as the measured birefririgence (about 14 de

grees). Furthermore, the pressure induced birefringence will be dif

ferer1t for each measureme11t. Therefore: 

the measured birefringence is nut equal tu the intrinsic birefrin-

gerice; 

it is certain that the intrinsic birefringence is not greater than 

the values listed in fable 4.1 
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fable4.1 ---

ler1gth of fiber 

(m) 

measured linear birefrir1ger1ce 

~rees) 

0. 25 

0.44 

0.98 

1 • 56 

1 . 80 

1 • 90 

sine method 

(sec 2 . 1 ) 

5 

8 

7 

12 

12 

12 

cosine method 

(sec ( 2. 2) 

4 

5 

6 

12 

14 

12 

The difference betweer1 the results of the methods of Secs. 2.1 and 2.2 

is due tu the A/4 plate, which was r1ut very accurate. 

4. 3 Linear birefringence due tu external mechanisms 

4. 3. 1 Pressure 

fhe fiber was placed in a circular groove, with a length l = 

60 mm, in an aluminum plate. On tup of the fiber another aluminum 

plate was placed plus a r1umber of weights. See Fig. 4.1. 

~~~ 
' , 
~w--: , 

Fig. 4.1. Various pressures were applied in this way to the fiber. 

If the total weight on the fiber is denoted by F, then the pressure p 

011 the fiber is approximately given by: 

P = F/A, with A = l.w, w = 0.28 mm. 
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Fur different values uf the pressure, the linear birefringence (Om) 

was measured, and the linear birefringence due tu the pressure per 

meter fiber (Op) was calculated after a correction fur the intrinsic 

birefrir1ger1ce (Oi) as follows: 

6 = (6 - 6.)/1, 
p m 1 

with l = 60 mm. 

!he results are shuwr1 in Fig. 4.2. 

1400 

1200 

~ 

' 1000 
E 

L 

°' 800 
© 

3 

~ 600 

"' D 

I 400 

200 

0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

------+ p ( 104 Pa) 

Fig. 4.2. The linear birefringence, caused by the pressure, 
per meter fiber, (Op) measured as a function of pressure p. 

Since Op is prupurtiur1al tu the pressure, one can derive a constant: 

6 /p = 7.4 x 10- 5 rad.m.N- 1 . 
p 

lhis value is 200 times smaller than the value found elsewhere [3]. 

!his difference ir1 result may be due to the silicon coating. 

4.3.2. §".~~~~~ 

To measure the effect of ber1ding, the fiber is wound twice 

around cylinders with several radii ( r). A small force is applied 

along the fiber in order tu keep it in touch with the surface of the 

cylinder, and tu keep the beginning and the end of the fiber in a 

straight line. Frum these measuremer1ts, the linear birefrir1gence due 

tu bendi11g, per meter fiber (Ob) is calculated from the measured 

linear birefri11ge11ce with: 
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ob = (om - oi)/l with 1 = 4 'ITr, the length uf the befit fiber. 

The results are shown in Fig. 4.3. 

300r-~~~~r-~~~---,~~~~---,~~~~-, 

~ 250 I 
/ ~ .,. 

E 200 

L I 8 
"' w 

"O 
150 

~ 

"' 

I 
100 

50 

500 1000 1500 2000 

________.. r-2 (m-2) 

Fig. 4.3. The linear birefringence, caused by the bending of the fiber per meter 
fiber, (Ob), measured as a furictiun uf the bending radius (r). 

111 agreement with results reported elsewhere [4,11] the be11ding-ir1-

duced birefri11ger1ce is proportional to r- 2 • 

4.3.3. Mechanical vibrations 

In order to examine the effect uf mechanical vibrations 011 the 

fiber, the fiber is attached tu the cone of a loudspeaker, which is 

vibrating with frequencies of 10-10 4 Hz. A significant effect is only 

measured, when simultaneously a pressure is applied tu the fiber. 

4.4 Cur1clusion 

The intri11sic linear bi refring erice uf the fiber is low eriuugh 

tu be neglected. 

The birefringence induced by bending the fiber is in the par-

ticular case uf SPICA II (with a bending radius uf 1 5 cm) un l y 50 and 

thus also small enough as will be discussed in Sec. 5.5 a11d Sec. 

6.2.3. Orie should however carefully avoid any pressure unto the fiber 

along its er1tire ler1gth because this leads to a cor1siderable birefrir1-

gence. 

As a conclusion it can be said that the spun single-mode fiber 

is quite suitable fur use in a magrieto-uptic current-meter. 
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5. CALIBRATION 

5.1 Ir1truductiur1 

111 a magr1etu-uptic currer1t-meter the current is calculated from 

I = {}/V, so the Verdet cunstar1t should be known. Tu measure the Verdet 

constant uf the fiber, a D.C.-current setup was cu11structed, so that 

fur differer1t values of I, both {} arid I could be measured. 

S.2 fhe O.C.-current experimental setup 

The D.C.-current experimental setup consists of the following 

parts (see Fig. 5.1): 

- a current source (40 V, 15 A), 

- a cu11ve11tiunal current-meter, consisting of a shunt of 10.3 mQ and a 

voltmeter (100 mV, 2 mA), 

three identical coils with 712 turr1s each, connected in series, 

- the magneto-optic current-meter. The fiber is passing through the 

three coils, thus enclosing 2136 turns. 

power supply 
40V f--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---, 

15A r--~---1 shunt r-~-----, 

v 

Jightsource 
fiber 

~ w, 
~ 

Fig. 5.1. Experimental setup fLJr O.C.-current measurements. 

The ber1di11g radius of the fiber is 15 cm. The linear birefringence of 

the fiber i11 this setup was measured to be: 

o = o + o1 + o2 = (12 ± 0.5) degrees. 
u 
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5.3 rhe adJustment of the current-meter 

Before this setup can function properly as a current-meter, 

some adjustments have tu be made. First tu minimalize the effect uf 

the birefringence, the direction of polarization of the light launched 

ir1to the fiber, must be adjusted parallel to a11 axis of birefringe11ce. 

This is affected by rotating the polarizer into a proper position. 

After this, the detector is rotated, until J equals zero, which means 

that the detector now forms an angle of ir/4 radians with an axis uf 

birefringer1ce of the fiber. 

When these adjustments are made, 

small, it then follows: 

arid the birefringence is 

T = -sin 2~ (see Sec. 2.3) 

It is nut possible tu make l equal tu zero exactly, in practice 

\1 \ c 0.001. !his corresponds with a rotatior1 uf the detector of 

mrad. lhe error in the current resulting from this inaccuracy is 

about 100 A. 

5.4 Results 

The maximum current through the coils was 7.27 A. lhe fiber 

then enclosed 15. 5 kA turns. During the measurement, the optical sig

nal T and the current I were registered simultaneously. The results 

are plotted in Fig. 

tion was only 4.1 

presents a straight 

5.2. Since the rotation of the plane of pulariza

degrees at the maximum current, the diagram re

line <\T\ =sin 2~ = 2V.I, fur~« n/4 rad). 

After returning tu zero current, 

by 1. 7x1 o- 3 corresponding tu a current 

drift ir1 the electru11ic circuit, as can 

the optical sigr1al was changed 

of 0.2 kA. !his is caused by 

be seen from Fig. 5.2, which 

shows a slightly different slope fur increasing and decreasing cur

rents (total time for ramping the current up and duw11 was 20 minu

tes). Frum the mean slupe, the Verdet constant was calculated: 

V = (4.60 ± 0.02)x10- 6 rad/A ( 5 • 1 ) 

For this calculatior1 of V, r10 correctior1 was made fur the linear bire

fringer1ce. 
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S.5 Discussiu11 

fhe value fuund for the Verdet constant, Eq. 5.1, can be com

pared tu the Verdet constant fur fused silica: V = 4.6Bx10- 6 rad/A [3] 

and the value found by A.M. Smith [3] for a somewhat d.ifferent type of 

fiber: V = 4.54x10- 6 rad/A. 

Further calculations were made with Eq. (2.1) (Sec. 2.3), with 

61 = 62 = 0° and with 61 = 5°; 62 = 3.5° (Table 5.1). From this table 

it is seen that there is nu need tu take the linear birefringence into 

account, when V is calculated. 

0. 16 

0.14 ~ 0 rising current . foiling current 

0. 12 

lrl 

I 
0. 10 

0.08 

0.06 

0.04 

0.02 

0.00 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 

- l (kA) 

Fig. S.2. Signal T measured as a function uf the effective current I. 
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TABLE. 5.1 

Calculatiu11 of T with V = 4.6x10- 6 rad/A 

0 l (degrees) I 0 
-i ---;-----i---1-~----

02 (degrees) i--_o __ I 3.5 I 5 

,J l 

I ·----
kA degrees rad 

----- -·-- --·---- -------

0.034 0.01 0.000 -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0003 
1.922 0.51 0.009 -0.0176 -0.0175 -0.0173 
2. 777 0. 73 0. 013 -0.0255 -0.0253 -0.0251 
3.845 1. 01 0.018 -0.0353 -0.0351 -0.0347 
5.084 1. 34 0.023 -0.0467 -0.0464 -0.0459 
5. 724 1. 51 0.026 -0.0526 -0.0523 -0.0517 
6.408 1. 69 0.029 -0.0589 -0.0585 -0.0579 
7.220 1. 90 0. 033 -0.0663 -0.0659 -0.0652 
8.800 2.32 0.040 -0.0808 -0.0804 -0.0795 
9.890 2.61 0.045 -0.0908 -0.0903 -0.0893 

10.640 2.80 0.049 -0.0977 -0.0971 -0.0961 
11 . 3 40 2.99 0.052 -0.1041 -0.1035 -0.1024 
12.070 3. 1 8 0.056 -0.1108 -0.1101 -0.1089 
12.880 3.39 0.059 -0.1182 -0.1175 -0.1162 
13. 840 3.65 0.064 -0.1269 -0.1262 -0.1248 
1 5. 1 70 4.00 0.070 -0.1391 -0.1383 -0.1368 

---------- --- --- ----·- ----------
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6. PULSlD CURRlNT MlASURlMlNIS 

6. 1 Oescriptiur1 uf the experimerital set.up 

6 • 1 • 1 The model 

Ir1 the SPICA-II experiment the fiber encircles the minor cruss

sect iu11 of the toroidal vacuum vessel once. A cross-sectional view uf 

the vessel arid the surruur1ding current-carryir1g shield is given i11 

Fig. 6.1. 

vacuum vessel' ..•.•. · ••. · .. ··~·· "< ... · •. ..,. •\(y 

1.·.··· .. 1:1· rr1 i 

L$ I~· : • / , , - I 

0 i:·- -- --I--

I ····- -

' '.1··.'.; ~I i 
H 

)<:h 
;/.-

Fig. 6. 1. Cross-sect ion uf the vacuum vessel and the surruundiflg currer1t-carryir1g 

shield uf SPICA 11. 

coil 

fiber 

model 
Tu create the same geometry fur the 

fiber, a model with the same cruss

sectior1 was constructed. This model, 

alsu used tu support the cuil fur the 

current, is shuwr1 in Fig. 6.2. 

Fig. 6.2. ]he model with the fiber and a part uf the cuil. 
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lhe coil cu11sists uf 18 wires. Nir1e wires are wuurtd as a right-har1ded 

helix with 11 turns around the minur circumference arid urie turn aruurid 

the major circumference uf the model. The secu11d set of nine wires are 

wuu11d similarly but then as a left-handed helix. All wires are cur1-

riected ill parallel tu the capacitor bank. Cor1sequerit.ly, the net effect 

of all wire currents is a fairly smoothly distributed current aruu11d 

the mir1ur circumference of the model (see Fig. 6.3). 

I total 

, -r, ~ ''· .. (-i---\ 

',~~ \;---- / 

Fig. 6.3. The wires are cu11r1ected tu the capacitor such that the tut al current 
flows aruu11d the minor circumfere11ce. 

Clearly, this cunfigurat.iur1 produces only toroidal flux su that it ca11 

be regarded as a single coil with n turns. 

The self-inductance uf an ideal toroidal coil of this type is: 

µ A11 2 
u 

L = £ 

with t = length of center-line of the toroid 

A = area of the cross-sectior1 of the toroid 

11 = number of turns around the minor circumference. 

Substituting L = 1.35 µH (see Sec. 6.1.2), £ = 1.74 m a11d .~ = 

5x10- 3 m2 it is found that 11 must be 19. This means that each wire 

should have 19 turns arourid the minor circumference. 

6. 1. 2 fhe curre11t source 

Iri order tu reach about the same cu11ditiuns fur the currer1t as 

ir1 the SPICA-II experimer1t (risetime = 10 µs; Imax 700 kA) we use 

fuur parallel capacitors, with a tut al capacit.y of C = 31.2 µF. 
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The capacitors can be charged up tu V0 = 18 kV and can be discharged 

over a coil with a sparkgap as a switch. This produces a damped har

mur1ic uscillat io11 of the current I, with: 

I = I l(Jwt-t/<) 
max ; I = wCV · max o' 

w = (LC)-\ T = 1/e-time. 

Sir1ce the frequency .. should be 25 kHz, it follows that 

L=1.35µH 

The coil cur1sists of 19 turr1s, so that the maximum currer1t 

duced is 700 kA : 19 = 37 kA. This will be the case fur V = 
u 

voltage uri the capacitors is measured with an electrostatic 

6. 1. 3 ~~~~~!!~~~~~~-~g~~e~~~! 

( 6 • 1 ) 

to be pru-

8 kV. The 

voltmeter. 

fhe measurements of the optical system ca11 be compared with 

those uf a cunventior1al Rogowski coil. The e.m.f. of the Rogowski coil 

is prupurtiur1al tu dl/dt. fhe signal was integrated by a passive in

tegrator with an RC-time uf 8.2 ms. (See Fig. 6.4.) The integrated 

sigr1al was calibro.ted by ext rapulat.iun of the maxima arid minima to t = 

0 s' tu ubt ain I max = wCV u 

50 (l 100 kll 
I \/ 

500 :=;:::s2nF 

,,m 

Fig. 6.4. The Rogowski coil and the integrator. 

Ihe a11alug electronics which computes the fur1ctions 1 1 -12 and 11 +12 

had tu be rebuilt fur these pulsed current measurements. fhis was nec

essary because uf the fast char1ges i11 the 11 -12 signal (see Fig. 

6.'J). Sir1ce T = -sir128 a11d rJ = V.I = V.I 0 sir1wt the frequency off is 

riot a cu11starit. The maximum frequer1cy we observed was about 200 kHz. 

PIN-phutudiudes with build-in amplifiers (MDA 435) a11d fast 

uperatiur1al amplifiers fur addi11g arid subtracting (HA 5195) were 

used. (See apperidix Fig. A1.) The circuit is shielded by a metal box. 
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The sig11als of the Rogowski cuil ar1d the detected uptical sig

nals were measured with a wideband oscilloscope (Tektronix 7844) ur a 

transient recorder (Biumatiun 8100). The latter two were placed iriside 

a small scree11ed ruum. 

The polarizer ar1d the detector are rotated tu a suitable pusi

tiu11 ir1 the same way as described in Sec. 5.3 

6.2 Results 

6. 2. 1 ~~::~~~-~~~-~e~~~~~-~~2~~~-~~:~~~-~~~~ 

Figure 6.5 shows an example of T = (11-I2)/(11+I2) and the (i11-

tegrated) Rogowski signal versus time. Both signals are recorded si

multaneously with the two-channel transie11t recorder. The charging 

voltage of the capacitors was 9.0 kV. The period of the oscillation is 

determined from Fig. 6.5: 

T = (44.5 ± 0.5) µs. 

At the first maximum (t = 11 µs) the current was calculated both from 

the Rogowski signal (1 = (713 ± 7) kA) and from r (I = (712 ± 5) kA), 

and the two values agreed well. 

The plane of polarization is seen tu rut.ate over more than 180 

degrees. Since l = -sin 28, 011e sees more thar1 a complete period i11 

the first 11 µs. 111 the next 11 µs T returns in the same way tu zeru. 

Figure 6.S shows that the amplifiers and the divider receive a signal 

with a frequency of almost 200 kHz whereas the integrator of the 

Rogowski signal only deals with a sig11al of 20 kHz. 

6.2.2 ~:e~~~~~~~!_9~~~t-~~~-~9~~E~~y 

From Fig. 6.S the maxima and minima of the curre11t are calcu

lated from both the Rogowski signal and the magneto-optical signal. 

lhe current is calculated from the magneto-optical signal according tu 

the formulas: 

with 

T = -sin ZJ 

I = J/V 

V = 4.6 x 10- 6 rad/A (from Sec. 5.4). 
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Fig. 6.5. The current (measured with the Rogowski coil) and the signal T from t.he 
magrietu-uptic currer 1t sensor, recorded simultaneously in a 9. 0 kV shut. 

Deviations between Ruguwski and optical signal are less than 3~0 (see 

Table 6.1). The inaccuracy uf the Rogowski signal is 1~0, originating 

Frum the extrapolation by the calibration, and read-out errors. The 

i11accuracy uf the optical signal is about the same, but when the plane 

of polarization is rotated more than 16o" (I > 600 kA) the accuracy is 

better (0.5%). 111 that situation the current is calculated as follows 

(Fig. 6.6): 
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T 

k l h 
Ok---~~~~~-f-~~~~~~~~ 

-t 

Fig. 6. 6. fhe read- uut of l at a mum er 1t t. The current is calculated 
from I = if/V, and 21} = 2TI + arcs in -h/ I k I· 

fhe relative accuracy of 21.9- is therefore better than the relative ac

curacy of arcsi11 -h/lk\ When the rotation{) is about 135° and 45° (= 

510 and 170 kA resp.) the accuracy of the optical sig11al is less, 

beca.use T = -sin 2{) is nut very sensitive to changes in {) around these 

values of i.9-. 

The maxima arid minima of the current, calculated from the mag

neto-optical signal are plotted or1 a logarithmic scale (Fig. 6.7). 

Because of the exponential decay of the damped oscillation, this plot 

results in a straight line. For the straight lir1e in Fig. 6. 7 the 

equation: 

I = 750 exp (-t/192) 

holds (t in µs; l in kA). Deviations between this formula and the 

values ubtai11ed from the optical signal are nut greater than 0.6?6 ex

cept fur the data points at 512 kA a11d 457 kA (see ]able 6.1). 1he ro

t.atiu11 is then about 135°, which causes a reduced accuracy. The accu

racy uf this measurement can be increased if cos 21.9- is measured at the 

same time (see Sec. 7). 

The value fur leff max. obtained frum Fig. 6.7 (750 kA) is in 

good agreemer1t with the value ubtair1ed by 

I eff max. = 19 wCV
0 

= 752 kA. 
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Fig. 6. 7. The maxima and minima of the current (calculated from both signals) 
plotted logarithmically versus time. 

TABLE 6.1 

r--- ------

time curre11t (kA) ' ____________ " _____ _ 
( µ s) measured I -I calculated=Ic I -I r u o c 

-I- --I-
o 0 

I =optical I r=Rogowski " I I " '" '" 0 --------------------

1 1 712 713 0. 1 708 0. 6 
33 629± 5 634 0.8 632 -0.5 
56 559 574 2. 7 560 -0.2 
78 512 514 0.4 500 2.4 

100 457 458 0.2 446 2.5 
122 398 403 1. 3 397 0.3 
144 355 363 2.2 354 0. 3 
166 315 318 5.0 316 -0.3 

L ___ 
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6.2.3 Qe~!~~!-~!~~~!-~~E~~~-~~~~~~~!-~!~~~!-~~:~_P!~~~2 

A measurement was alsu done at a capacitor voltage uf 15 kV, 

thus pruducirig Ieff = 1.2 MA, with better time resulutiun (timebase 

20.5 µs lung). At the tup of the current the rutat.iun was about 310°. 

A plot. is shown in Fig. 6.8, upper part. At this time resolution, only 

char1nel uf the transient recorder, can be used, su the shut was 

repeated tu register the Rogowski sigr1al (Fig. 6.A, lower part). 

1 .2 
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Fig. 6.8. Ruguwski signal a11d T from a 15 kV shut.. 

Frum the Rogowski signal, the current is calculated as a functiur1 of 

time. The optical signal was then plotted as a function of the current 

(Fig. 6.9). 

111 this plot also T = -sin 2.J (solid li11e) a11d lq. (2.1) of 

Sec. 2.3 with o1 = 10° a11d 6 2 = 5° (dashed line) are shown. 

fhe dashed line shows that when the fiber exhibits linear bire

fringence the first maximum of the current does nut reach 1.0. Si11ce 

this is not observed, liriear birefringence uf the fiber must be small. 

Thus i11 calculating the expected optical signal it is nut necessary tu 

take the lir1ear birefringe11ce into accuur1t. 
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Fig. 6.9. l plutted versus the current I. fhe values were obtained frum Fig. 6.8. 
Dots: measurement Fig. 6.8; solid line: T = -sin2t9-; dashed line: 
Eq. 2.1 with o1 = H:P and o2 = 5°. 

lhe deviation between measurements and theory is due tu the in

accuracy in Rogowski signal (which is about 5~~ because uf the small 

signal and the inaccuracy of the zero-line), the inaccuracy in the op

tical sigrial arid because the plot is composed uf data from two differ

ent shuts. The optical signal can also be plotted directly versus the 

currer1t ir1 an oscilloscope x-y plot, as is shown in Fig. 6 .10. The 

maximum effective curre11t was 720 kA. 

Fig. 6.10. Optical signal(!) plotted directly versus the Rogowski signal on an 
oscilloscope. "A" corresponds to t = O, both signals growing negative 
in the first micrusecunds. 
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It is expected that the two lir1es cuir1cide. Due to a small phase-shift 

in the divider, the two lines du not coincide completely. In a new 

magneto-optic current-meter (11uw under construction) a divider with a 

better frequericy response will be used. 

6.3 Discussior1 

Pulsed currents up to 1.2 MA (turns) were measured with the 

magneto-optic current-meter. lhe relative accuracy is at least as good 

as the accuracy of the Rogowski-coil. The accuracy becomes better 

everytirne T passes a maximum (or minimum). Very close near a maximum 

(or mi11imum) the accuracy is somewhat less. 

The linear birefringence of the fiber was low, so that no cor

rections fur it had tu be made ir1 calculatir1g the current. Fur proper 

measurement of currer1ts of 1 MA max and with a frequency of 2S kHz, 

the analog electronics (including the divider) must have a flat fre

quer1cy response and no phase shift up to 200 kHz. 
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7. DOUBLE DEIECTOR MEASUREMENIS 

7.1 Introduction 

In the following it is assumed that 

-sin2,J (detector rotated over 180°). 

= sin219- instead of = 

The current aannut be directly obtained Frum the signal l, but 

has tu be calculated as follows from the equations T = sin 2~ arid 

I = ,J/V: 

I l "th arcsir1 T + r1•2n n-arcsin T + n•21T 
equa s ei er ZV or ~·· 

with n = 0, -1, 1, -2, 2, 

This means 

know also 11 

that I is not uniquely determined 

arid whether arcsi11 or (n-arcsin 

by 

T ) 

r, but one needs tu 

has to be used. This 

problem is absent i11 the special case that the currer1t increases lin

early with time Frum zero at t = 0. Then i11 the various regions show11 

in Fig. 7.1, I can be calculated as follows: 

A: 

B: 

c: 

I = 
a resin T 

2V 

l = 
1T-arcsin 

2V 

I = 
2n+arcsin 

2V 

T 

-t 

' -
A 

B 
c 

Fig. 7.1. The signal T, if the current increases linearly with time 
from zero at t = 0. 
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More generally, the current I can be derived unambiguously from 

T, whenever I changes monotonically with t, fur example in the first. 

quarter period uf a si11e wave. However, a problem arises when the 

general behaviour uf the current is uriknuwn; near a maximum or a 

minimum uf l, it cannot be ascertained whether the current increases 

ur decreases. (It may have changed Frum increasing to decreasing just 

ir1 the maximum (or minimum.) A secur1d problem is the accuracy of the 

currer1t when 6 = •/4, 3•/4, 5•/4, 

the possible error ir1 I is: 

radians. Fur small values of lT 

~I H- . Id = { 2 v m-;2)} - l • ~ T. 

Frum this it can be seen that when T -* 1, ll is becoming very large. 

For larger values of lT, the possible error i11 I car1r1ut become larger 

than ~Imax =I (f±Af) I(f) = 1/2V {arcsin (!±Al) - arcsin (I)}. An 

example, when t::.T = 0,01 (read-out error) ther1 t::.I/I can becume 10~0 whe11 

I= 1, see Table 7.1. 

TABLE 7.1 

1-----·-------------------------------------------------
1 I I ~I I I I a resin T I I I ~I/ 1 I 
\-------+-------+----------t-------- -----t--------- ---------1 

[

50 ± 0.01 j 2 ?6 J 0.52 ± 0.01 157 ± 1 j 2 ?6 J 90 ± 0.01 1 I 1.12 ± 0.02 121 ± 3 2 I 

~~~-~~~~-- --~-~--- -~~~~-~-~~~~- ~~~-~-~~- --~~}~-----
I is calculated with V = 4•6x1o- 6 rad. A- 1 • 

Both problems are avoided if we measure sin 2.J and cus 21'- si

multarieously, by splitting the light beam into two light beams arJd 

using two detectors, one rotated over 'IT/4 radiar1s with respect tu the 

uther. 

When 6 = •/8 radians, sin 26 =cos 26 = 0.707. When 6 rises 

above n/8 radians it is better tu calculate I frum 1* = cos Zi..9-: when 

t9- is falling below n/8 radians, I is better calculated from ! = 

sir1 ZiJ. 111 this way the most accurate value is al~ays ubtair1ed, arid it 

is always clear whether the current is rising or falling (Fig. 7.2). 
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A: I = (2V)- 1 arcsin T 

B: I = (2V)-1 arccus T* 

C: I = (2V)- 1 {n-arcsin T) 

D: I = (2V)-1 {2n-arccus T*) 

E: I = (2V)-1 {2n+arcsin l) 

Fig. 7.2. Sin W(=T) and cos W (=T ) plotted simultaneously versus the current. 

To decide which equation has to be used a computer program car1 

be applied. A11 experimer1tal setup tu measure sin 2~ and cos 2~ simul

tc:1r1euusly was constructed and some experiments were carried uut. 

7.2 Experimental se~ 

The following changes were made in the setup, described earlier 

in Chapter 3. In the detecting part of the setup a beamsplitter prism 

is placed betweer1 the microscope objective and the Wullastor1 prism. A 

second detector, consisting of a Wollaston prism, two PIN photodiodes 

and analog electronics, which computes the functions 1 1 -! 2 and 1 1 +1 2 , 

all attached to a rotatable disk, has been built. It. is placed in the 

reflected lightbeam such that the distar1ce from the beamsplitter prism 

tu the Wullastun prism is equal for both detectors (Fig. 7.3). 

All components, that is the two detectors, the beamsplitter, the 

microscope objective arid the micropositioner, are firmly attached to a 

frame. 

~bee 

m;crnscope object;ve 0 cosine detector 

__,[]. Ir 
r-1 ~ p L"_ Plitter prism~. W ~ 11 ___ __., beams LJ 

sine detector 

I 

w 

\ op 
(El 

W = Wollaston prism 

P = photo diodes 

E = electronics 

Fig. 7.3. Experimental setup fur duuble 
detector measurements. 
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l u position the reflected light beam into the middle of the 

Wullastun prism the beamsplitter prism can be rotated and inclined, tu 

muve the light beam in t_wu independent orthogonal directions. The 

other light beam, to the first detector, is hardly influenced by these 

small adJustme11ts. 

The secur1d detector is tur1ed differe11tly from the first detec

tor. Whereas the first detector is rotated until T = 0 (sine-detector) 

the second detector is rotated until T = (or -1) at zero current 

(cosine-detector). In practice the detector is rotated until 

maximum, which is hardly ever exactly 1. 

7.3 Results 

7. 3. 1 Qe~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~:~~~-~~~~ 

has a 

There are two ways to register the signals coming from the 

sir1e- and the cosine-detector simultaneously. One is to use two divi

ders, a11d register T = (1 1 -I 2 )/(I 1+I 2 ) from both detectors. 

Alternatively one could register 11-12 and 11+12 from both 

detect.ors. fher1 four signals need tu be recorded simultaneously~ 1 = 

(1 1-12)/(I1+I 2 ) can be calculated afterwards. 

Since only one divider and one two-channel transient recorder 

were available the measurements could not be made according tu either 

or1e of the two methods described. 

With the setup described in Chapter 6 also I1-I2 and 1 1 +1 2 are 

recorded simultaneously. The result is shown in Fig. 7.4. 
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Fig. 7.4. 11-1 2 and 11+1 2 measured without beamsplitter (1 =sin W). 
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Sir1ce l1+I2 is almost a straight line, 11-12 must have a shape 

similar to (I1-I2)/(I1+I2) = T. 

Therefore the best solution with the double detector seemed tu 

be to record just 1 1 -12 from both detectors. This was carried out and 

the result is shown i11 Fig. 7.5. 
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------+ t (µs) 

Fig. 7. 5. 11 -1 2 measured simultaneously with both sine- and cosine- detector. 
(V 0 = 9.0 kV, Imax = 710 kA). 

7.>.2 ~~e~~~~!~~!_9~~~r1_~::~E~~~ 

As described i11 Sec. 6.2.2 the accuracy of a measurement ca11 be 

studied from a lug-linear plot of the maxima and the minima of the 

current versus time. For the result of Fig. 7.5 this is done in Fig. 

7.6. It is obvious that the measurement is not very accurate. 

This inaccuracy is caused by the fact that the two I1+I2 sig

nals are nut constant in this case. As a consequence I 1-I 2 will cer

tainly nut have a shape similar to T = CI 1 -I 2 )/(I 1 +Iz). Figure 7.7 

shows a plot of both I1+I2 ar1d I1-I2 from the cosi11e detector, versus 

time. It turns out that the deviation of I 1+I 2 from a constant is due 

tu the polarization properties of the beamsplitter prism (see Sec. 

7.3.3). 
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Fig. 7.6. rhe maxima and the minima of the current (calculated from 
Fig. 7. 5), plotted lug arithmicall y versus time. 
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Fig. 7.7. 12 -1 2 and I 1+I 2 from the cusine-detect.ur, recorded simultaneously. 
11+1 2 is nut constant because of the beamsplitt.er. 

In order tu examine T versus time a measurement was carried out 

with T recorded only from the cosine detector. From this measuremerit a 

lug-linear plot of the maxima and mi11ima uf the currer1t was also made 

and this is shown in Fig. 7.8. Frum this plot it is obvious that the 

accuracy is much better now than in Fig. 7.6. 
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Fig. 7.8. Maxima and minima of the current calculated from the T-signal of 
the cosine-detector (with beamsplitter). 

Apparently a proper calculatior1 of the I-signal corrects to first or

der fur the errors ir1troduced by the beamsplitter prism. 

1.3.3 ~~!~E!~~~!~~-e!~e~E~!~~-~!-~~~-~~!~~e!!~~~E-eE!~~ 

The intensity (= I 1+I 2 ) of the light transmitted through the 

beamsplitter prism, is measured as a fur1ction of the angle of the pla

ne of polarization; the result is shown in Fig. 7.9. 

Figure 7.9 can be explained as follows: 

One may regard the incoming plane polarized light as a super

pusitior1 uf two orthogonal polarizations. These two polarizations have 

different ratios of intensity of reflected light tu intensity of 

trar1smitted light. As a co11sequence: 

1. If the plar1e of polarization rotates, the ir1tensity of the light 

leaving the beamsplitter is not a constant. 

2. The angle of the plane of polarization after the beamsplitter prism 

is r1ut the same as in front of the prism. 
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Fig. 7. 9. Relative intensity of the two beams comir1g out the beamsplitter as a 
function of the angle of polarization. The intensity of the light 
without the beamsplitter prism is not a constant because the intensity 
of the light launched into the fiber depends on the angle of the direc
tion uf polarization. 

The last effect was also observed. If the detector is rotated such 

that = 0 ur without beamsplitter prism and afterwards the 

beamsplitter prism is inserted, T is no longer 0 ur 1. However, the 

detector should not be rotated now, otherwise the signals will be 

asymmetrical (fur positive and rlegative current). 

7.4 Discussion 

The results of the experiments shuw that a beamsplitter prism 

is r1ot a proper ir1strument to build a double detector setup. 

Since it is highly desirable tu have a double detector system 

tu avoid ambiguity, to gain in accuracy, and especially to make com

puter calculations uf the current possible, a correct beamsplit.t.er 

should be found. 

Suitable components may be (1st) a 50% trans pa rant mi rrur 

(Fig. 7.10) and (2nd) a double lens (Fig. 7.11). 
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With 50% transparant mirror. With double lens. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

In this repurt pulsed current measurements with a magneto-optic 

current meter are described. 

First the optical properties uf the spun si11gle-mode fiber are 

examined arid it is co11cluded that this type of fiber is quite suitable 

for use in a current meter. When the fiber is muu11ted, into the SPICA 

II experiment however, extreme care should be taken that along the 

whole length of the fiber no pressure is applied tu the fiber; that 

the bendir1g radius is not smaller than 15 cm, and that the parts of 

the fiber, which do not form part uf the loop, are shielded against 

longitudinal magnetic fields. 

Also the Verdet constant of this fiber has been measured, in 

order tu 

4.60x10- 6 
calculate 

rad A- 1 • 

the current from the Faraday rotation: v -

In the pulsed experiments the optically measured current turr1ed 

out tu agree quite well with the curre11t measured simultar1euusly with 

a Rogowski coil. The average error in the optical signal is about 1?~. 

It is larger when the Faraday rotation t9- is around the values n/4 and 

3n/4 rad (I • 170 and 510 kA resp.) and less when II is mure than 3n/4 

rad. 

In order tu calculate the current from the Faraday rotation 

with a computer program, a double detector is r1ecessary. A setup with 

a beamsplitter prism and a double detector was constructed and several 

measurements were carried out. It is concluded that a beamsplitter 

prism is nut the correct instrument for double detect.or measureme11ts, 

but that double detector measurements are certainly possible when a 

proper beamsplitter is employed. A 50% transparant mirror and a double 

ler1s are suggested. 
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A P P E N D I X 

+ 1k 

B 

Fig. A1. Electronic circuit which calculates 12 - 12 and 11 + 12 

(adder/subtractur), used in pulsed current. measuremer1ts. 

Amplifier: HA5195, photodiode: MDA 435, 

power supply:± 15 V, capacitor 10 nF, 

zener diode: BZX 85C (12 V). 


